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Scattering  curves  from  neutron  diffraction  studies  of  chemical  systems  can  be 

compared to curves calculated from pair correlation functions obtained by molecular  

dynamics (MD) simulations. Assuming a chemical system of one species, the static 

structure  factor  S q  is  the  Fourier  transform  of  the  pair  correlation  function

h r =g r −1 , which is the normalized average of the product of the local densities

n r   and n r ´   of two molecules at point r  and point r ´ . S q  consists of intra- 

and intermolecular components. Assuming  N  particles in the concerned chemical 

system then  S q=NP qN 2Q q , with  P q   corresponding to the interferences 

of two sites  on  the  same   molecule  and Qq on  different  molecules. The static

approximation  of  the  scattered  intensity  is  I q=
dσ
d Ω

q ,  where  
d
d Ω

 is  the 

differential  cross  section  of  coherent  scattering,    is the  total  scattering  cross 

section  and  d Ω  is the  small  solid  angle  in  three  dimensional  space.  Assuming 

different    species    in   a   chemical    system    without   density   fluctuations,   then

I q=∑
i
b i

2S i iq 2∑
i j
bi b jS i jq ,  where the  bi  are the  scattering lengths  of  the 

bound  atoms.  Assuming  a  chemical  system  composed  of  a  mixture  of  different

species,  the  intermolecular  part  of  the  scattering  cross  section  
d inter
d Ω

 can  be 

calculated from the site-site pair correlation functions g i j r   via S i j q . In the case 

of deuteration, where no isotopic exchange is considered and by neglecting different 

weights,  I q=bD−bH 
2 x 1−x N P q , assuming an  N  particle system with  x N

deuterated molecules. [1] 

Neutron scattering using isotope substitution allows to extract individual experimental 

g i j r   to measure water structure changes in solutions and to compare them to 

calculated g i j r   from computer simulation studies.

Tetraalkylammonium halide salts and tetraalkylammonium based ionic liquids [2] are 

chemical systems where are present simultaneously hydrophobic groups as well as 



charged groups. Investigating their concentration dependent osmotic coefficients and 

conductivities in water in the light of the behavior of their osmotic coefficients should 

elucidate the complex interactions. 

From MD simulations  and  Ornstein-Zernike  integral  equation  theory  (OZ)  in  the 

hypernetted chain approximation (HNC) model  parameters were  extracted,  which 

served to calculate theoretical osmotic coefficient curves [3]. Theoretical conductivity 

curves  were  calculated  with  the  help  of  the  associative  mean  spherical 

approximation (AMSA) [4], which needs  a contact distance parameter R and which 

is  obtained  from  MD  simulations.  The  theoretical  curves  allow  to  explain  the 

experimental results.

Recently  neutron  diffraction  curves  were  calculated  from the  g i j r   of  long MD 

simulation runs of different tetraalkylammonium halide salts in water and different 

tetraalkylammonium  based  ionic  liquids  in  water  and  compared  to  available 

experimental curves.
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